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Stormy Weather After US-China Summit  
 
Nicholas Borst explains that pledges between Presidents Obama and Xi to cooperate have been undercut by 
recriminations over cyber espionage.
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Steve Weisman: The Summit Meeting between President Obama and President Xi [Jinping] of China 
in California in early June is past. There were pledges of cooperation, but also a lot of 
background noise of frictions. Nicholas Borst of the Peterson Institute for International 
Economics is here with me, Steve Weisman, to assess how much progress was made and 
how much interference we’re getting from that background noise.

 First, Nicholas, that meeting in California was part of a continuum of meetings. The next 
one is the Strategic and Economic dialogue in Washington in July.

Nicholas Borst: Correct.

Steve Weisman: What is the bottom line in terms of the progress being made?

Nicholas Borst: It’s hard to really tell. There were high profile visits by [Treasury Secretary] Jack Lew and 
[Secretary of State] John Kerry both to Beijing and then followed up with this one-on-
one meeting between Xi Jinping and Barack Obama. Many people had billed this as the 
most high profile one-on-one meeting for many, many years. All the statements that came 
out of this Summit were positive, but it’s really hard to get a sense of how much progress 
was actually made. Both sides said they were going to follow up in this strategic kind of 
economic dialogue in July, but there are a lot of issues sort of bubbling up right now in 
U.S.–China relations that threaten to derail this.

Steve Weisman: One of them is the cyber espionage and cyber-attack issue which apparently did come up in 
the California meeting. What do we know about that?

Nicholas Borst: We know that an NSA [National Security Agency] contractor, Edward Snowden fled to 
Hong Kong and then subsequently released a couple of documents to the Guardian and 
the Washington Post outlining some previously classified NSA surveillance programs. 
Now he surprised a lot of people by going to Hong Kong. It usually isn’t the first stop of 
American whistleblowers and there’s also some question about timing because a lot of this 
was released a day or two before the Sunnylands Summit and specifically focused on cyber 
security, an issue which the U.S. has been pinning on China over and over again. Now we 
have this huge revelation that suddenly the Americans are doing a lot of similar things.

Steve Weisman: Not only on their own people, but there was some disclosures after the initial ones from 
Snowden that the U.S. was carrying out cyber espionage on China. There are not too many 
details on that though.

Nicholas Borst: No, it’s a little vague. Everyone sort of expects that the U.S. and Chinese governments spy 
on each other directly. But there were also some allegations that, according to Snowden, 
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U.S. hackers were getting into universities and hospitals and other things like that, of a 
nonpolitical nature, sort of outside the normal realm of what’s considered acceptable.

Steve Weisman: What do we know was the Chinese response when President Obama, as he said he would, raised 
the issue of Chinese attacks on the U.S.? Were the Chinese as dismissive as they had been?

 
Nicholas Borst:  So as far as we can tell Xi Jinping was pretty frosty when Obama brought this up during the 

summit. The Chinese line is that they are a victim of Cyber security too and that these attacks 
are not state-sponsored, which many here would dispute, but that’s the line they’re pushing.     

 Steve Weisman: Well there’s one possible ray of hope coming out of that argument. I believe that Nick 
Lardy of the Institute here has pointed out, if the Chinese see themselves as victims, then 
they might be more cooperative in setting up norms or protocols for preventing this kind 
of thing in the future. Do you follow that line of argument?                           

Nicholas Borst: Yes. I think there’s a logic to that, certainly as more and more people get access to the 
Internet in China. I think a lot of these groups are hard to control and they can easily focus 
their attention on the Chinese government as well as other countries. But it just reiterates 
the awkward position China is in right now. They basically, without their knowing it, 
now have this dissident that they have to somehow figure out what to do with. It’s sort 
of an interesting reversal of last summer we had the Chen Guangcheng, the blind activist 
lawyer [who] had fled to the United States. Now we have the reversal, where there is a U.S. 
whistleblower who has more or less fled to China.

Steve Weisman: China says, of course predictably, that they haven’t gotten any information from Snowden.

Nicholas Borst: Yes, and as far as we can tell, that’s the case. They didn’t invite him over. He hasn’t been 
cooperating with them directly. But it does raise a lot of concerns especially because of the 
timing of some of these allegations.

Steve Weisman: And speaking of Chen, he’s now resurfaced in New York saying that he’s being pushed out 
by NYU and New York University is saying, “Well he’s come to the end of the one year 
fellowship that he had.” What do you make of that?

Nicholas Borst: Yes. This is very interesting. He has done some public engagements, but pretty much fallen 
off the radar in the past couple of months and this sort of breaks out and NYU initially 
puts out a statement saying, “This was planned all along.” But then Chen puts out his own 
statement that says basically, “No they forced me out and they forced me out because the 
Chinese government pressured them to do that.”

 
Steve Weisman: Does he have to go back to China after this fellowship is over or would his visa allow him 

to stay here as long as he wants.

Nicholas Borst: I think he’s in talks with a couple different research organizations and universities to accept 
a similar type fellowship that he had at NYU, specifically Fordham University has offered 
him something.

Steve Weisman: From lower Manhattan to the Bronx. Nicholas Borst, thank you very much.

Nicholas Borst: Thank you.  


